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Let g be a fixed integer. We consider the space A’, of binary forms of 
degree g. We write X, = Spec R, where R, = S.(S, V), V being a two- 
dimensional vector space. Let X,,. c X, be the subset of binary forms 
having a root of multiplicity 2 p. We consider the ideal J, of polynomial 
functions vanishing on X,,,. For p 3 [g/2] + 1, XP, g is a stratum in the 
sense of Hesselink [H]. For p = [g/2] + 1, XP, g is a null-cone, so J, 
becomes the radical of the ideal generated by SL( V)-invariants of positive 
degree in R,. We describe explicitly the generators of J, for p > [g/2] + 1. 
The surprising result is that those generators occur in degrees d 4. We also 
describe explicitly the Hilbert functions of RR/JP and the decomposition of 
Rg/JP into representations of SL( V). We denote by SC,,,, V the space 
Sa-b vo (A2V)b. 
Let R, = S.(S, V), V-vector space over C, dim V = 2, and let 01, fl be 
the basis of V. Let Jp be the ideal of elements of R, vanishing on 
X,, ,(p > [g/2] + 1). By the result of Hesselink [H] the space PP. g = 
Proj(R,/J,) has the following desingularization Y,, g 
Yp.g= WWWV’)x~gIfh as a root of multiplicity p at R} 
I 
We can think of P(V) as the grassmannian with the tautological sequence 
O+R-V+Q+O (dimR=dimQ=l). Then Yp,,c[Fp(V)xXg and we 
can treat OyP,g = S.( Tp) where Tp = Qp @ S, _ p V is a factor of S, V. Then we 
know again from [H] that the normalization 
Rg/Jp = nr,S.( T,). 
One should observe that geometrically the normalization xP,g = 
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((1,f)l1~[FP(V),f~X~--}andthemap~~,,-rX,,,isgivenby(I,f)~I~f 
Using Serre’s theorem we find out that 
R,IJ, = c S,( V 0 S,(S, ~ /, 0 
d>O 
Now let us consider the composition R, -+ R,/J, + RR/JP. It is clearly 
the morphism 0 
qu, . ..24J= c 6!,(U,)...6~~(U,)Q6~,(Ul)...6%(U,), 
I, - i,j 
where 6(u,) = C 6,!(uj) @ @(u,) is the diagonalization S, I/+ S, V@ S,- p V. 
Let C,,(V) = (Coker 0) and let C,J V) be its dth component. To 
calculate the Hilbert function of R,/J, it is enough to calculate the dimen- 
sions of C,,,,(V). 
THEOREM 1. ~g,p,,(V)=s,,p+,,~,,,VQS,(S,~p~,V). 
Let us consider the sequence 
S,(S, V) L s, VQ Sd(Sg- p V) 
where 1+9(x@ u1 ~~~u~)=~pr[xQGf,(u’)~~~~$(u~)]Q6~,(u’)..’~~~(u~) 
pr(x@ y) is the projection of S, V@ Sd V onto Sdcp+ ,)- ,,, I’. First of all 
ax ax 
pr(xQ Y) = 
accap 
ay ay 
sccag 
S,(S, V) is generated linearly by the elements (rp) . . . (Zgd) where I,, . . . . l,, are 
linear forms. Then we calculate easily that $0(/f) ... (Igd) = 0, so t,M = 0. 
Thus to prove Theorem 1 it is enough to show that (*) does not have 
homology in the middle and that + is a surjection. In order to obtain 
this information we have to consider the syzygies of R,/Y, and C,, as 
R,-modules. Let S, be the kernel 
0- S,- S,V- T,- 0. 
Then we see readily that S, = Rg - p + ’ @ S,- , V. Thus, by the techniques of 
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[J-P, J-P-W] the syzygies of Rg/Jp are given by higher direct images of 
A.(S,). Thus the chain of syzygies of Rg/Jp looks like this 
- .*. -s(jg~jp+j~,,,)voAj(sp~l V) - ... . 
Now we describe the syzygies of the module M,, p = Cd3 ,, S,, + , ) _ ,, , V@ 
S,( S, _ p- i V). We consider the module M,, p = rr*( Q* @ R 0 m) where m is 
the maximal ideal in S.( TP+ ,). W e see using Serre’s theorem that 
A4 g3P-d =Sd(p+l)-LI V@ Sd(S, ~ p- i V). The chain of syzygies of M,, p is 
given by A.(Sp+,)@Q~‘@R@A’(Tp,,). In fact, thejth bundle of the 
syzygies of Q* 0 R @ m on Yp, p can be represented as follows: 
o---b ,-l.R(,~p)‘+‘.,j(SpV) 
-Q- OR@A’S,V)-SyZj-0. ‘X .( 
Thus H’(syzj) = ker(S,(,-,, V@Ai(Sp V) - A’(S, V)) 
H1(syzj)=Coker(S,~,~,,V@AJ(S,V)- Aj(S,V)). 
The syzygies of M, p are given by: 
SYZ j= H’(syzj)@ H’(syz(j- 1)). 
Remark. The resolution given by SYZj need not be minimal, but this 
is no important for our goals. To get the presentation of M,, we need the 
following: 
LEMMA 2. Coker(S,,,~,,V@A3(SpV)- A3(SgV))=Ofirp3[g/2] 
+ 1. 
Proof. First of all, let Ej = crifig ~ ’ (i = 0, . . . . g) be the basis of S, V. Then 
the elements E, A E, A Ek (0 6 i < j < k < p) are in the image of our map. 
Indeed, 
Ei A E, A Ek = Irn(/13(g~P)@a’/?P-’ A cdBpeJ A ~8~~~“). 
Thus it is enough to show that those elements generate A3(Sg V) as SL( V)- 
module. Let N be SL( V)-submodule of A’(S, V) generated by our elements. 
We prove the induction of 1 by the following statement 
(St,) E, A EJ A Ek for 0Gi-c j<k,<l belong to N. 
For I= p (St,) is true, for I = g it is the statement of the lemma. We show 
that (St,) a (St/+ 1). 
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Let us assume (St,) holds for some I B p. Let us consider Ei A E, A E, 
and let us act on it by the element 8, of SL( V) sending a to a and /? to 
p+xa. 
e,(Ei A El A E,) = ; x’U,. 
i=O 
Then by the usual argument involving Vandermonde determinant we 
know that U,EN. But U,=A(E,+, A E, A E,)+B(E, A Ej+I A E,)+ 
C(Ei~Ei~E,+,)forA,B,C#O.ThusEi~E,~E,+,~Nforalli<j<1. 
It remains to deal with the elements Ei A E, A E,, ,. We notice that 
El-1 “E,AE,+, EN. Indeed, acting by (y A) we see it is enough to show 
that E,- ,-, A E,-, A E,-,+, EN which is true because g- 1+ 1 d 
g-p + 1 6 p. Now we show by reverse induction on i that Ei A E, A 
E,, , EN. Indeed, assuming E,, , A E, A E,, 1 EN, we act by q.x where 
rl,(a)=a+xk Vr.&8=8. Vx(Ei+, A E, A E,+I)=C,MO Xiv,. 
V,=A(Eir\ E,A E,+,)+B(E,r\ E,-, A E,,,), A, BZO. Both V, and 
E;A E,-, A E,,, belong to N, so Ei A E, A E,, , does. The lemma is thus 
proved. 
Now we see that M,, p has the following presentation as S.(S, V)-module: 
- Ker(SzoPp) V@A’(S, V) ---+ A’(S, V)). 
Now we come back to our sequence (*). We want to show that 
C g3 P.d = *a P,d’ But the right term is generated as R,-module by 
S,, , @ S,-,_ , V, and the middle term by S,, , V@ S,- pi, V@ R. Thus we 
get the sequence of R,-modules 
0- Ker$- 1 s, vo ~,CSg ~ p VI 
d>O 
- c Sd(p+l)--l,l vOSd(Sg-p-, V)- 0. 
d>O 
It remains to show that ker $ is generated by R in degree 0. But the 
modules involved have the following presentations 
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Now it is clear that $ i, 1//* are epimorphisms, so Ker 8 is generated by S,, V 
in degree 0. This shows Theorem 1 is true. 
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 3. The generators of the ideal J, have degrees < 4 for 
Pb Cd21 + 1. 
Proof. It is enough to calculate the second module in the resolution of 
Rg/Jp. We use the basic diagram with exact columns. 
Q + R,lJp -+ + C&P +O 
%g-*p+1,1, VO~2(S,_,V)-Ker(S,,,-,,VO~2(S,)-,~2(S,V))--r0 
i I 
The resolution of R,/J, is the cone of the above map of complexes. We see 
that in degree 1 it has elements of degree ~4. 
Remark. To describe the equations more explicitly let us note that, for 
example, for XE A4(S, I’) the image of X in So V comes from the following 
diagram. 
I I 
s2,~2p+,,1o~2~sp~~~~--)~2(g--p)~o~2~~p~~~~2~~g~~--f~ x,-+x, 
I I I 
s3(g--p)vo/13(sgv)--tji3~sgv~ -+o x*-*x, 
I I I 
s 4(n-p,VOn4(S,V)~A4(S,V) x 
so d,(8) = X,. Similarly for the elements of degree 3. 
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COROLLARY 4. (a) The dth component of Rp/JP in representation ring of SL( V) 
equals Sd~VOSd(Sg-pV)-Sd,p+I,--l,l VOSd(Sg-p-l VI. 
(b) The Hilbert function of R$JP equals H(R,/J,,, d)=dim(R,/J,,),= 
(dp+ l)(“,$d)-(d(p+ l)- l)(“,!;d;‘). 
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